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Introductions: The People and the 
Project 

• Jon Weber, Director of Learning Programs, 
Institute for Learning, Access, and Training, 
The Chicago Symphony Orchestra 

• Alan Brown, Principal, WolfBrown 
• Dennie Palmer Wolf, Principal, WolfBrown 

 
• 3-year joint evaluation project  
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Agenda 

• Introductions and Overview  
• Big Idea: Inquiry-driven data collection 
• CSO & WolfBrown partnership: Three examples of 

Inquiry-driven data collection 
1. Focus Group work: How do we build the arc of 

engagement? 
2. Survey work: installing an ongoing assessment capacity 
3. Data Partnership with Marketing: How do we build life-

long affiliation with the orchestra and live music? 

• Discussion and wrap-up 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DPW: Overview of the sessionEmphasize the big idea: Inquiry-driven data collection -- framing all your efforts so that they can help you to find out that could inform and possibly even change the way you operate? So they answer questions you have or ought to have?Dennie – Understanding the arc of engagement; how do we make the single concert event into a shared Alan: however you want to crystallize big take-away from the survey ? Is it the social construction of the concert experience?Jon:  two-fold: 1) cross-departmental data partnerships; and 2) how do we transform age-specific programs (pre-school, family concerts, etc.) into a life-long engagement with the organization
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Inquiry-driven Impact Assessment 

• Impact assessment: A look at the full range of 
immediate, short, and longer term effects of a 
program on its participants  

• Inquiry-driven: All data collection should: 
– Help you answer an important question at the core of 

how you design and conduct programs  
– Yield actionable findings (e.g., make a difference), 

helping you to “curate” every aspect of what you do 
– Engage as many staff/departments as can contribute to 

the effectiveness of your programs  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DPW: The point here is to define what we mean by:Impact assessment: stress full range of effects – aesthetic, social, etc.Inquiry-driven – this is a contrast to “just tracking” information, like the rise and fall of subscriptions – it does not replace that, but is a vital complementA primary purpose is to create a framework in which the three ensuing examples all take on meaning.A second purpose is to urge audience to see what this is different from tracking familiar kinds of information (subscriptions, single ticket sales, degree of satisfaction)
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Programs of the Institute 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jon: Framing the three-year partnership with WolfBrown:The Institute does a lot and has encountered several challenges that precipitate the three-year partnership with WolfBrown:“Sprawl” Legacy programs that may not align with current prioritiesNew opportunitiesLimited financial and human resourcesLike many organizations, we face the issue of making choices.  We have the buy-in and support of our board to make significant changes, but we need good data to make choices based on impact.
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Major components of evaluation  

 
• Review and revision of guiding language  
• Development of tools to assess programs using a 

common set of metrics 
• Development of tools to look deeply at individual 

programs’ impact 
• Staff capacity building 
• Metrics for assessing Institute programs over time, 

beyond ticket sales, “hits”, to impact 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Major components of evaluation:Review/revision of guiding language for optimal alignment with other planning documentsDevelopment of portfolio review tools (all programs, common metrics)Development of impact assessmentsStaff capacity building, transfer of skillsEtc., etc., etc.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Quick note – simply to show that finances – which often dominate descriptions of “successful” programs are only one quadrant of the way we are thinking about impact at the Institute. As important are: excellence in programming, diversifying participation, and the development of citizen musicians – players, but also teachers, principals, family members who actively go out of their way to use live music to help their communities flourish.
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One major recommendation:  
Two continuous pathways 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Even part-way through our joint work, there are major recommendations.One is to consolidate our many, sprawling programs into two continuous pathways: Learning and TrainingThis suggests areas of inquiry for our impact assessment, which we hope will lead to transformation for the portfolio, program quality, and synergy between programs and even across programs strands.
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Case Study:  Family Matinee 

Concerts  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Describe family matinee product.
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Inquiry-driven Impact Assessment  
Family Matinee Concerts 

• What draws patrons to these concerts?  
• How do families currently engage with these 

concerts? 
• What are the most impactful elements of the 

concerts?  
• Where are the places where we could deepen 

engagement for any specific event? 
• How could we build the long-term engagement of 

families? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For our learning programs, which include concerts with supporting resources and experiences, curriculum and school partnerships, we’ve chosen to focus on the concerts as a central resource and unique strength in our community.It’s also a great example for us to share with you, since they are quite common.But that has led us to frame a number of questions:What draws patrons to our concerts?  What are they hoping for?How do families engage with these concerts, including the resources and experiences we provide and others that they create/bring?What are the most impactful elements of the concerts?  Are these impacts that we have designed, or that we want to create?  What leads to long-term engagement, across that continuous pathway, from preschool to adulthood?These have led to the development of several inquiry-driven data collection tools.  Today we are going to look at 3 sets of tools we have been developing 
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1) Focus Group Methodology:  
The Inquiry: 

What’s the arc of engagement for a concert?  
How do we build that arc into longer-term loyalty? 
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Two “Formulae” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One proposition – many early concerts yields lifelong engagementOur proposition – more nuanced: early ENGAGEMENTS with the orchestra, linked over time yield life-long relationship to the orchestra
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Two “Formulae” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One proposition – many early concerts yields lifelong engagementOur proposition – more nuanced: early ENGAGEMENTS with the orchestra, linked over time yield life-long relationship to the orchestra
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Focus Group Research Goals 

• What makes for engagement? 
• What is the arc of engagement from week prior to 

the week following the concert?  
• What do the data suggest about increasing 

engagement? In a single concert? Across concerts? 
Across the age span? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the deep dive methodologyDesigned to get at the “lived experience” of coming to a concertIntensive but rewarding approachComplemented
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Details of Methodology 

• Collaborative design of Family Engagement 
booklet linked to concert content  

• Enroll participating families in tracking what they 
do ( Total n = 23, across two sessions) 

• Focus group Interviews with staff post concert 
• Phone interviews a week later 
• Mail back booklets 
• Code data into themes, simple graphics, draw 

implications  
• Two rounds: February, May  

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bring copies of the booklet, hand out for examination
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What makes for engagement?  (Note: these are subscribers – not at all a random sample, not new attendees)This graphic shows the most frequent points families make when describing a concert experience that they wantThey want the unique content of live music, not only entertainment Great music – not kiddy excerpts Interaction with musicians   How to listen actively, take part musically, learn about orchestras and instrumentsWant the performances to endorse the musicExample of graphic derived from the coding of the music theme in the comments from familiesThe graphic is based on quotes from families (One of many possible formats)It  illustrates two key points:More interaction with musicians wantedWant the attention to be on the music (actors and other dramatic elements should be teaching about what chidlren and families are hearing
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What is the arc of engagement? 

• There can be a much longer arc of musical 
engagement 
– Anticipation phase is especially “ripe” for extension 
– Desire for portable, quick-access, web-based 

materials (as compared to print booklet ahead) 
– Just-in-time invitations 
– Refreshed pre-concert rotunda activities 
– “Make-a-day of it” profiles 
– Can be a much larger part of family life, especially for 

subscribers over time 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We asked for diary-like information about the week prior and the week afterwardsWill provide specific quotes and examples to bring these to life 
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Possibility of a Life-span Approach 

• Potential to be a 3-generational event  
• Parents and grandparents want to invest in “passing 

on” tradition of live music 
• Families don’t want their adolescents “age-ing out”, 

want to continue the tradition 
• But the longer “arc” breaks at pre-teen years 
• Conventional wisdom “That’s just what happens.” 
• But does it have to?  
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2) Survey Methodology: 
The Inquiry:  

What is the current impact of a single performance?  
Could that be increased? 

How? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Point out that this methodology and previous are complementary
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Survey Research Goals 

• Measure the impact of Family Matinee 
programs on children and families 

• Inform the design of future programs 
• Design and test a new feedback system with 

CSO audiences & staff 
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Topics 

• Social construction of the visit 
• Reasons for attending 
• Preparation:  attitudes and behaviors  
• Child’s experience at the concert  

– Anticipation, captivation, social interaction 
• Adult’s impressions of the program  

– Tied to outcome rubric developed for the Institute  
• Family outcomes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Social construction of the visit will also be covered in the focus group findings
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Sample questions 

• In general, how do you feel about doing 
activities with your child(ren), either at home 
or at Symphony Center, in order to enhance 
their experience at concerts? 
– I feel strongly that preparing makes a difference in 

my child(ren)’s experience of the concert 
– I feel somewhat strongly, or have mixed feelings 

about it 
– I don't feel that preparing makes a difference to 

my children’s experience of the concerts 
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Sample Questions 

• Did you do any activities with your child(ren) 
prior to the concert, with the specific 
intention of building their excitement for the 
concert, or enhancing their learning? 
– Yes/No 
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Sample Questions  
(in reference to the youngest child in the party over 5 years of age) 

• What was this child’s level of excitement or 
anticipation leading up to the concert?  
– Scaled response: low to high 

• What contributed most to heightening this child’s 
level of excitement in advance of the concert? 
– open-ended response 

• Overall, how captivated or absorbed was this 
child during the concert?  In other words, how 
well did the concert hold his or her attention?  

• Scaled response: low to high 
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Sample Questions (adult’s 
impressions) 

• With its family concerts, the CSO strives to 
strike a balance between programs that are 
fun/entertaining and programs that are 
educational. How did we do for this program? 
– Too entertaining, and not educational enough 
– Good balance 
– Too educational, and not entertaining enough 
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Sample Questions (adult’s 
impressions) 

• Rate your opinion of the program on each of 
the following elements. 
– Quality of the design of the artistic program – how 

well conceived was this program in terms of the 
selection of pieces, educational content, etc. 

– Quality of the music making by the conductor and 
musicians of the CSO 

– Quality of support you received from the CSO in 
maximizing the impact of the program for your 
child(ren) 
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Sample Questions (Family Outcomes) 

• To what extent have your experiences at 
Family Matinee concerts served to strengthen 
your relationships with the children you bring 
to these concerts?  

• To what extent have your children’s 
experiences at Family Matinee concerts 
served to expand their musical interests, or 
awaken an appreciation for classical music?  
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Dashboard Reporting Tool 
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3. Data Partnership with Marketing 
 

The Inquiry:  
What do know about loyalty across various family series? 

What does that suggest about long-term engagement? 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Neatly connecting to our larger work with WolfBrown, we were curious about patterns of matriculation across our existing family series (Once Upon a Symphony for 3-5 year old children and the Family Matinees for 5-9 year olds).OUAS is a relatively young program (started in 2011), comparatively expensive per patron, serving a smaller audience, but the anecdotal evidence and data from less sophisticated surveys than what AB had designed suggest high program impact, including great curiosity/interest in next steps.So, partly to prove the concept—that OUAS is in fact a good feeder for FMS, I engaged with colleagues in our marketing department to help research and present this data to one of our board’s committees.  We were interested in understanding:What loyalty exists across our family series?What does this suggest about long-term engagement with the orchestra?
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Marketing Partnership Goals 

• Understand existing loyalty across programs 
• Develop broader understanding of program 

impact and importance of sequential 
programs 

• Leverage expertise of colleagues outside the 
Institute 

• Engage colleagues’ critical and creative 
thinking about issues that are important to 
both departments 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some of my goals are quite obvious:Understanding loyalty across programsDeveloping a broader sense of program impact than number of tickets sold or earned revenue (predominant interests/pressures)But I also was interested in leveraging expertise of colleagues outside the department, where we are traditionally more siloed, and engaging their critical thinking about issues that are of larger importance to the organization.  In particular that quality/depth of engagement leads to audience expansion.
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Metrics 
• Total number of unique OUAS households 
• Total number of patrons for whom OUAS was 

their first ticket purchase  
• Number or percentage of households that have 

subsequently attended and/or subscribed to 
Family Matinee concerts 

• Number or percentage of patrons that have 
subsequently attended and/or subscribed to 
other product lines 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We started looking at the three years of patron data from our Once Upon a Symphony series.Identifying the number of unique householdsTotal number of patrons for whom this was their first ticket purchaseNumber/percentage that have subsequently attended or subscribed to Family MatineesNumber/percentage that have subsequently attended or subscribed to other product linesMethodology was relatively simple:Share questions, invite their additions (which they did)Wait for them to crunch data from TessituraMeet and discuss
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1,562 total unique households have purchased 
OUAS tickets 

722 New To File (46%). Of these 
households, 32% have gone on to 
purchase tickets in Family or other 

product lines. 

180 bought Family 
after attending 

OUAS (25%) 

66 
subscribed to 

a Family 
series (37%) 

114 
purchased 

single tickets 
to a Family 

concert 
(63%) 

54 additional 
households bought 
into another CSO 
product line (8%) 

3 subscribed 
to another 
series (6%) 

51 bought 
single tickets 

to another 
series (94%) 

840 With Prior History (54%). Of 
these households, 79% have gone on 
to purchase tickets in Family or other 

product lines. 

250 bought Family 
after attending 

OUAS (30%) 

134 
subscribed to 

a Family 
Series (54%) 

116 
purchased 

single tickets 
to a Family 

concert 
(46%) 

415 additional 
households bought 
into another CSO 

product line (49%) 

176 
subscribed to 

another 
series (42%) 

239 bought 
single tickets 

to another 
series (58%) 

Key Findings - OUAS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While the number of households is relatively small, there are some exciting takeaways:46% of our OUAS patrons are new to file32% of this group has gone on to purchase Family or other product lines.  This is more than twice the rate of other “audience development” series.  66% of this group subsequently subscribed to Family.For patrons with prior history, the results might not be as surprising, but they are significant:30% bought tickets to the Family Matinee series49% bought into another product line!I was so pleased by these numbers, I invited my marketing colleague to attend one of our board committee meetings.  It’s no small feat that one of our most challenging board members was very, very pleased.  So there is a significant element of loyalty between OUAS and FMS.  We have data to support our hypothesis from 2010 that developing a series for young children is an essential component of our programmatic pathway.  
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• Percentage of patrons for whom FMS is their first 
ticket purchase 

• Percentage of FMS households that are subscribers 
vs. single ticket buyers 

• Average duration of engagement with the Family 
Matinee Series 

• Where do these patrons go when they stop 
attending FMS? 

Metrics 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve subsequently taken a look at our Family Matinee patron data, hoping to learn:The percentage of our Family Matinee patrons for whom this was their first experience at the CSO.  (We know from the audience survey that Alan implemented that only 21% of respondents indicated that this was their first time at a Family Matinee concert.)Percentage of our audience that are subscribers vs. single ticket buyersAverage duration of engagement with this series, although this data can’t tell us if bringing more than one child is a factor into longer engagement.Where do these patrons go when they stop attending FMS concerts
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Key Findings – Family Matinee Series 

Season Total 
Households 
that attended a 
CSO Family 
Concert 

Subscribe to 
the Family 
Matinee Series  

Buy single 
tickets to the 
Family Matinee 
Series (with 
previous 
purchase 
history) 

New-to-File 
buyers of 
Family Matinee 
Series (No 
previous 
purchase 
history) 

2011/12 1352 742 (55%) 338 (25%) 272 (20%) 

2012/13 1453 704 (48%) 389 (27%) 360 (25%) 

2013/14 1526 700 (46%) 522 (34%) 304 (20%) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We looked at three years of patron data, including the current season.Close to 50% are subscribersApproximately 20% are new to file, which is very, very close to the data Alan gathered from the patron survey.
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• Percentage of patrons for whom FMS is their first 
ticket purchase 

• Percentage of FMS households that are subscribers 
vs. single ticket buyers 

• Average duration of engagement with the Family 
Matinee Series – INCOMPLETE DATA 

• Where do these patrons go when they stop 
attending FMS? – INCOMPLETE DATA 

Questions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From the current data set, we cannot see the average duration of engagement and our colleagues in Marketing couldn’t find a pattern in where the patrons go after they stop attending the Family Matinee series.  
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Key Findings – Family Matinee Series 

Season Total 
Households 
that attended a 
CSO Family 
Concert 

Subscribe to 
another 
CSO/SCP series 

Buy single 
tickets to 
another 
CSO/SCP 
concert 

Only buy 
Family concerts 

2011/12 1352 217 (16%) 455 (34%) 680 (50%) 

2012/13 1453 241 (16%) 463 (32%) 750 (52%) 

2013/14 1526 251 (16%) 414 (27%) 861 (57%) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is understandable, considering nearly 50% of these patrons attend another series (subscription or STB).  
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Key Findings – Family Matinee Series 

Season Total 
Households 
that attended a 
CSO Family 
Concert 

Subscribe to 
another 
CSO/SCP series 

Buy single 
tickets to 
another 
CSO/SCP 
concert 

Only buy 
Family concerts 

2011/12 1352 217 (16%) 455 (34%) 680 (50%) 

2012/13 1453 241 (16%) 463 (32%) 750 (52%) 

2013/14 1526 251 (16%) 414 (27%) 861 (57%) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’re planning to drill down further into the significant percentage that ONLY buy Family concerts.  We’ll look back at a previous time span (2008/09-2010/11) and choose a group of these patrons to see what they’ve done since then, particularly where other ticket buying has occurred and whether there is a significant percentage who really hit a dead end.  I’d imagine that it would be really valuable for us to do a focus group with this group to support our planning for programming that continues the pathway of engagement.  
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Implications from Marketing Data 

• Emphasis on extending engagement in FMS 
• Strengthens case for teen program design 
• Engages a larger group of staff from multiple 

departments in inquiry 
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Actions based on findings 

• Increase engagement 
• Just-in-time resources to build anticipation 
• Compact and portable resources: Spotify, trailers, email 

invitations 
• Ways to make a shared day of it 

– Renewing the pre-concert activities so there is always a 
reason to come early and enact the musical content 

– Itinerary for day in downtown: The lake, May picnic in park 
• Curating the concerts for their musical content 
• Building out the experience for older ages 
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Conclusions 

• The importance of inquiry-driven data 
collection 

• The time to interrogate the data for 
implications 

• The will to transform implication to actions 
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For further Information: 

Jon Weber 
weberj@cso.org or 312.294.3075 
Alan Brown 
alan@wolfbrown.com or  415 796 3060  
Dennie Palmer Wolf 
dennie@wolfbrown.com or 617 823 5763 
 

mailto:weberj@cso.org
mailto:alan@wolfbrown.com
mailto:dennie@wolfbrown.com
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